DIGIMON CARD GAME NEXT ADVENTURE[BT-07]

BT7
№
BT7-001

BT7-003

BT7-005

BT7-006

BT7-011

Ｑ
Kapurimon
Do Tamers of any color make the effect of this card active?
Pusurimon
Which activates first: This card’s inherited effect, or the effect
that activates when you trash this card with <Digi-Burst>?
Dorimon
When one of my effects digivolves a Digimon with this card
in its digivolution cards, does this card’s inherited effect
activate?
If one of my effects places 2 or more cards at the same time
under a Digimon that has this card's inherited effect, can I
draw that many cards?
Kokomon
If there are Tamer cards among the cards revealed with this
card's inherited effect, do I have to trash 1 of them?
BurningGreymon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?

Ａ
Yes. No color is specified, so you can activate the effect of
any Tamer, regardless of color.
The <Digi-Burst> effect activates first.

No. When a Digimon digivolves, even if it happens due to an
effect, it is not counted as an effect placing digivolution cards
under that Digimon.
No. Even if multiple cards are added to the Digimon’s
digivolution cards, if they were added by a single effect, you
only draw 1 card.
Yes. You can choose whether or not to reveal cards from
your deck, but if any Tamer cards are revealed among the
cards, you must trash 1 of them.
No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-013

BT7-014

BT7-015

BT7-016

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies that it trashes Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer
card, it can't affect Tamer cards.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
MetalGreymon
If I play this card while I have no Tamers in play, and play a No. If you play this card with no Tamers in play, you only get
red Tamer from my hand with this card's effect, do I then
to play 1 red Tamer card from your hand.
also gain 2 memory from this effect since I now have a
Tamer in play?
If I delete 2 or more of my opponent’s Digimon at the same
time, does this card’s inherited effect allow me to gain 1
memory for each Digimon deleted?
Aldamon
When a Digimon with this card in its digivolution cards
performs a security check, if the checked card is a Digimon
card or a Tamer card, does its [Security] effect activate?
AvengeKidmon
Is this card’s play cost reduced by 1 for each Option card in
ONLY my trash or my opponent’s trash?

No. Even if multiple Digimon are deleted, if they were
deleted by a single effect, you only gain 1 memory.

I use this card’s [On Play] effect to return cards from both
players’ trashes to the bottom of their owners’ decks. Who
decides which order the cards are placed in?
EmperorGreymon

The owners of the cards get to decide the order the cards
are placed in when they return to the bottom of their decks.

Yes. All [Security] effects on non-Option cards activate
normally.

No, its play cost is reduced by the total number of Option
cards in both you and your opponent's trashes.

I attack with this Digimon, and it is blocked by an opponent's
Digimon at the reaction timing. My opponent has another
"when an opponent's Digimon attacks" effect that is still
pending activation. Does that effect activate before this
card's [Your Turn] effect?

BT7-017

BT7-018

BT7-021

Chaosdramon
Can I place 1 red or black level 5 card with [Cyborg] in its
traits from my hand or trash on top of this Digimon's
digivolution cards with this card's [When Digivolving] effect
even if my opponent has no Digimon with 6000 DP or less in
play?
Gomamon
A Digimon with this card in its digivolution cards is targeted
with <De-Digivolve> by my opponent, resulting in this card
now being the Digimon’s top card. Do I draw 2 cards with
this card's [On Play] effect?
Kumamon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?

This card's effect activates first.
The [Your Turn] effect is triggered by your opponent
activating <Blocker> to block this Digimon's attack. Because
<Blocker> is a reaction timing effect, that means the [Your
Turn] effect is triggered after reaction timing effects have
been triggered. According to the rules, effects that were
triggered later have activation priority, so the [Your Turn]
effect activates first.
Yes, you can.

No. Having this card become a Digimon as a result of <DeDigivolve> doesn’t count as playing it, so you can’t draw any
cards.

No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-022

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
KendoGarurumon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
No, it doesn’t.
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?
Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-023

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
Korikakumon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
No, it doesn’t.
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?
Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?
After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
When this card's [When Digivolving] effect prevents a
Digimon from attacking or blocking, if that Digimon gains a
digivolution card afterwards, can it attack or block?
BT7-026

BT7-027

BT7-028

BT7-029

WereGarurumon
If I play this card while I have no Tamers in play, and play a
blue Tamer from my hand with this card's effect, do I then
also gain 2 memory from this effect since I now have a
Tamer in play?
Whamon
This card's [On Play] effect places a Digimon card from my
hand under 1 of my Digimon. Can I place it under this
Digimon?
This card's [On Play] effect plays a level 3 Digimon card from
the digivolution cards of a suspended Digimon. Does the
level 3 Digimon enter play suspended?
KingWhamon
One of my Digimon with digivolution cards is targeted by my
opponent’s <De-Digivolve>, resulting in it becoming one of
the Digimon in its digivolution cards. When this happens, can
I return 1 of my opponent's level 4 or lower Digimon to its
owner's hand with this card's [Yout Turn] effect?
MagnaGarurumon
This card has an effect that activates at both [When
Digivolving] and [When Attacking] timings. What does this
mean, exactly?

This card has a [When Digivolving][When Attacking][Once
Per Turn] effect, but can I activate it twice in the same turn
by both digivolving and attacking?

BT7-031

BT7-037

BT7-039

BT7-040

Herissmon
I trash this card from a Digimon's digivolution cards to
activate <Digi-Burst>. Do I return this card to its owner's
hand before or after the <Digi-Burst> effect activates?
Boutmon
I have a suspended Digimon with <Blocker> and this card in
its digivolution cards, and my opponent attacks me with a
Digimon. I unsuspend the Digimon with this card's inherited
effect. Can I now block the opponent’s Digimon?
Stefilmon
I use <Digi-Burst> to trash this card from a Digimon’s
digivolution cards. Which activates first: This card’s inherited
effect, or the effect that activates when you trash this card
with <Digi-Burst>?
Rasenmon
When digivolving into this card from my hand, I activate an
effect on another card that reduces digivolution costs. What
happens to this card’s digivolution cost?

No. Once a Digimon is targeted by this card's [When
Digivolving] effect, it becomes unable to attack or block until
the end of your opponent’s turn, even if it gains a digivolution
card.
No. If you play this card with no Tamers in play, you only get
to play 1 blue Tamer card from your hand.

Yes, you can.

No. It enters play as a new Digimon, unsuspended.
Additionally, it does not carry over any effects on the source
Digimon.
No. Having a digivolution card become a Digimon as a result
of <De-Digivolve> does not count as playing that card, so
this card's [Your Turn] effect does not trigger.

It means the effect can be activated both [When Digivolving]
and [When Attacking].
You can activate it as a [When Digivolving] effect when you
digivolve this Digimon, then activate it again on following
turns as a [When Attacking] effect by attacking with this
Digimon.
No. No matter which timing the effect is triggered at, it is still
the same effect and can only be activated [Once Per Turn]. If
the effect has been triggered at [When Digivolving] and
activated, it can not be activated again on the same turn,
even if it's triggered [When Attacking].
Return this card to its owner’s hand after <Digi-Burst>
activates.

Yes, you can.

The <Digi-Burst> effect activates first.

The digivolution cost is equal to the number of cards in your
security stack minus the amount reduced by the effect.
If you have 4 security cards and activate an effect that
reduces digivolution costs by 2, the final digivolution cost will
be 2. (4 minus 2.)

BT7-041

BT7-046

This card’s <Digi-Burst> reads “up to 4.” Can I activate the
effect if I have 3 or fewer digivolution cards?

Yes, you can. This card's <Digi-Burst up to 4> allows you to
choose any number of digivolution cards to trash, from 1 to
4. If you have 3 or fewer digivolution cards, you can activate
the effect as long as you can trash 1 or more of them.

I trash 2 digivolution cards to activate this card's <DigiBurst>. Can I have 2 of my opponent's Digimon both get
-3000 DP?
Kazuchimon
I activate this card's [When Digivolving] effect when I have 2
or fewer security cards to go up to 3 security cards with
<Recovery>. Do I now gain 2 memory for being at 3 or more
security cards?
Beetlemon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?

No, this effect can only target 1 of your opponent's Digimon.

No. If you digivolve into this card while at 2 or fewer security
cards, you only go up to 3 security cards with <Recovery>.

No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?
After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?

BT7-047

I reveal 5 cards with this card's [When Digivolving] effect. If
the cards revealed only include either a card with [Hybrid] in
its traits or [J.P. Shibayama], can I still add a card to my
hand?
MetalKabuterimon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?

Yes. Even if you revealed only a card with [Hybrid] in its
traits or [J.P. Shibayama], you still add that card to your
hand.

No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-049

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
MameTyramon
I digivolve into a green level 6 Digimon with this card's
No. It is too late to trigger those [When Attacking] effects
[When Attacking] effect. Can I activate that Digimon’s [When because it did not have them when the attack was declared.
Attacking] effects?
When attacking, do I have to reveal 3 cards from my deck
Yes, the effect is mandatory. You reveal as many cards as
with this card’s [When Attacking] effect?
you can, up to 3.
If a green level 6 Digimon card is among the cards revealed
with this card’s [When Attacking] effect, do I have to
digivolve into it?

No. The effect reads, “You may digivolve,” so you can
choose not to.

BT7-051

BT7-055

BT7-056

BT7-058

BT7-060

If 2 or more green level 6 Digimon cards are among the
cards revealed with this card’s [When Attacking] effect, can I
choose either card to digivolve into?
When digivolving with this card’s [When Attacking] effect, do
I draw a card as a digivolution bonus?
RhinoKabuterimon
I have a card with [Hybrid] or [Insectoid] in its traits in this
Digimon's digivolution cards. Does this card’s [When
Attacking] effect force me to digivolve this Digimon into a
Digimon card with [Insectoid] or [Ten Warriors] in its traits in
my hand?
When digivolving with this card's [When Attacking] effect,
paying the digivolution cost moves the memory gauge to 1 or
more on my opponent’s side. What happens to the attack?

Yes, you can digivolve into the Digimon of your choosing.

Yes, you do.

No. The effect reads, “This Digimon can digivolve,” so you
can choose not to.

The attack continues. The turn doesn’t switch over just yet. If
the memory gauge is still at 1 or more on your opponent’s
side after the attack ends and any effects triggered by it
finish activating, only then does the turn switch over.

I attack with [EX1-035 Kabuterimon] and digivolve into this
card with its [When Attacking] effect. Can I then digivolve
again on the same attack with this card's [When Attacking]
effect?

No, it is too late to trigger this card's [When Attacking] effect,
since the Digimon didn't have it when the attack was
declared.

When digivolving into a Digimon card in my hand with
[Insectoid] or [Ten Warriors] in its traits with this card's
[When Attacking] effect, can I ignore that card's digivolution
requirements?
Ebonwumon
My opponent unsuspends 2 or more of their Digimon. Does
this card’s [Opponent’s Turn] effect allow my opponent to
unsuspend all of their Digimon by trashing 1 card in their
hand?

No, you can’t ignore its digivolution requirements.

If an effect would cause an opponent’s Digimon to
unsuspend, does this card’s [Opponent’s Turn] effect force
my opponent to trash a card in their hand?

No. The [Opponent's Turn] effect cannot force the opponent
to trash cards in their hand. However, no matter how the
Digimon would become unsuspended, whether from an
effect or your opponent's unsuspend phase, the Digimon
cannot unsuspend unless the opponent trashes a card in
their hand.

My opponent has this Digimon in play. If I have 3 suspended
Digimon in play, do I need to have 3 or more cards in hand
during my unsuspend phase in order to unsuspend my
Digimon?

No, you can choose which of your Digimon to unsuspend,
and trash a card in your hand for each one.
Digimon will not unsuspend unless you choose to trash a
card in your hand, so even if you have fewer cards in hand
than suspended Digimon in play, you can still choose to
unsuspend specific Digimon.

Does this card’s [Opponent’s Turn] effect require my
opponent to trash cards in their hand to also unsuspend their
Tamer cards?
I have two of these Digimon in play. Does my opponent have
to trash 2 cards in their hand for each Digimon they want to
unsuspend?

No. This effect only affects Digimon. Your opponent can
unsuspend their Tamers normally, without trashing cards in
their hand.
Yes. Your opponent’s Digimon now have two copies of
“[Your Turn] You must trash 1 card in your hand to
unsuspend this Digimon” on them, which means they have
to trash 2 cards in their hand to unsuspend 1 of their
Digimon.

Dorumon
I reveal 3 cards with this card's [On Play] effect. If the cards
revealed only include either a card with [X-Antibody] in its
traits or [Kota Domoto], can I still add a card to my hand?
When one of my effects digivolves a Digimon with this card
in its digivolution cards, does this card’s inherited effect
activate?
f one of my effects places 2 or more cards at the same time
under a Digimon that has this card's inherited effect, do I
gain that much memory?
When this card is placed in one of my Digimon’s digivolution
cards, does this card’s inherited effect activate?
SkullKnightmon
Can this card's [When Attacking] effect place one of my
[DeadlyAxemon] with no digivolution cards at the bottom of
this Digimon’s digivolution cards?
Grumblemon

No. Your opponent must trash 1 card in their hand for each
Digimon they unsuspend.

Yes. Even if you revealed only a card with [X-Antibody] in its
traits or [Kota Domoto], you still add that card to your hand.
No. When a Digimon digivolves, even if it happens due to an
effect, it is not counted as an effect placing digivolution cards
under that Digimon.
No. Even if multiple cards are added to the Digimon’s
digivolution cards, you only gain 1 memory.
Yes, it does.

Yes, you can choose a [DeadlyAxemon] with no digivolution
cards with this effect.

When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?

No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-061

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
Gigasmon
WWhen this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the No, it doesn’t.
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?
Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-063

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
DarkKnightmon
Can this card's [On Play] effect place cards in this Digimon's Yes. You don't have to place both a [SkullKnightmon] and a
digivolution cards if I don’t have both a [SkullKnightmon] and [DeadlyAxemon]. You can also place either of them on their
[DeadlyAxemon] in either my hand or trash?
own from either your hand or trash in this Digimon's
digivolution cards.
Can this card's [On Play] effect place a [SkullKnightmon] in
my hand and a [DeadlyAxemon] in my trash in this Digimon’s
digivolution cards?
If I have both [SkullKnightmon] and [DeadlyAxemon] in this
Digimon’s digivolution cards, does this card’s [All Turns]
effect require me to play both?
When does the [All Turns] effect of this Digimon trigger?

BT7-070

BT7-071

Wendigomon
Can I choose not to activate this card’s [When Digivolving]
effect when digivolving?

Yes. You can mix and match [SkullKnightmon] and
[DeadlyAxemon] from both your hand and trash to place in
this Digimon’s digivolution cards.
No. The effect reads, “you may,” so you can choose whether
to play them. Choosing to play one or the other is up to you.
The [All Turns] effect triggers and activates immediately prior
to the Digimon being deleted. In this way, the [All Turns]
effect has the same timing as effects that say "when this
Digimon would be deleted"
Yes. The effect reads, “You may,” so you can choose not to
activate it. However, after revealing a card from your deck,
you must perform the rest of the effect to the best of your
ability.

If Tamer cards are among the 5 cards revealed by this card’s Yes. Once you choose to reveal cards, you must trash all
[When Digivolving] effect, am I required to trash them?
Tamer cards you reveal.
Loweemon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
No, it doesn’t.
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?
Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-072

BT7-073

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
Eyesmon
I don’t have [Eyesmon: Scatter Mode] in my trash. If I trash Yes, you can.
both this card and [Eyesmon: Scatter Mode] in my hand with
an effect, can I play this card?
KaiserLeomon
When this Digimon digivolves onto a Tamer card, does the
No, it doesn’t.
Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited effect?
Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
3 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?

BT7-075

BT7-078

BT7-079

BT7-080

BT7-081

BT7-082

After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

Yes, it is.
However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg
cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer card, it
can't be targeted by that effect.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with that Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
Rhihimon
A purple Tamer card is in this Digimon’s digivolution cards. If Yes, it can.
this Digimon is deleted, can its [On Deletion] effect play that
purple Tamer card from my trash without paying its memory
cost?
AncientSphinxmon
Can I delete this card itself with its [When Digivolving] effect Yes, you can.
to delete 1 of my opponent's level 6 or lower Digimon?
Cherubimon
I do not play a purple Tamer card from my trash with this
Yes. Even if you don’t play a Tamer from your trash,
card’s [When Digivolving] effect. Does the “for each Tamer
everything following “Then,” still activates.
you have in play, delete 1 of your opponent's level 4 or lower
Digimon” part of the effect activate?
Neemon
A Tamer card is in a Digimon’s digivolution cards. If that
Yes, it can.
Digimon is deleted, can this card's [All Turns] effect play the
Tamer card that used to be in that Digimon’s digivolution
cards from my trash without paying its memory cost?
Bokomon
I reveal 5 cards with this card's [On Play] effect. If the cards Yes. Even if you revealed only a card with [Hybrid] or [Ten
revealed only include either a card with [Hybrid] or [Ten
Warriors] in its traits or a Tamer card, you still add that card
Warriors] in its traits or a Tamer card, can I still add a card to to your hand.
my hand?
Sistermon Blanc (Awakened)
Can I place a [Sistermon Blanc (Awakened)] from my hand
No, you can't. This effect can only place [Sistermon Blanc].
or trash at the bottom of this Digimon's digivolution cards
with this card's [On Play] effect?

BT7-083

BT7-085

BT7-086

BT7-087

Can this card's [On Deletion] effect return [BaoHuckmon],
[SaviorHuckmon], or [Sistermon Ciel (Awakened)] from my
trash to my hand?
Sistermon Ciel (Awakened)
Can I place a [Sistermon Ciel (Awakened)] from my hand or
trash at the bottom of this Digimon's digivolution cards with
this card's [On Play] effect?
Can this card's [On Deletion] effect return [BaoHuckmon],
[SaviorHuckmon], or [Sistermon Blanc (Awakened)] from my
trash to my hand?
Takuya Kanbara
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

Yes. Those cards have [Huckmon] and/or [Sistermon] in
their names, so you can add one of them to your hand.

Can I activate this card's [Main] effect to place 5 cards with
[Hybrid] in their traits under this Tamer from my trash, and
then choose not to digivolve into [EmperorGreymon]?
If I only have 4 cards in my trash with [Hybrid] in their traits,
can I activate this card's [Main] effect to place 4 cards from
my trash under this Tamer without digivolving?
When I activate this Tamer's [Main] effect and do not
digivolve into [EmperorGreymon], can I instead digivolve into
some other level 6 Digimon, like [AncientGreymon]?
Tommy Himi
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

Yes. The card text reads, “you may,” so you can choose to
only place 5 cards with [Hybrid] in their traits under this
Tamer without digivolving.
No, you can’t.

When this card's [When Digivolving] effect prevents a
Digimon from attacking or blocking, if that Digimon gains a
digivolution card afterwards, can it attack or block?
Koji Minamoto
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

No. Once a Digimon is targeted by this card's inherited
effect, it becomes unable to attack or block until the end of
your opponent’s turn, even if it gains a digivolution card.

No, you can't. This effect can only place [Sistermon Ciel].

Yes. Those cards have [Huckmon] and/or [Sistermon] in
their names, so you can add one of them to your hand.

Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.

No. With this Tamer's [Main] effect, you cannot digivolve into
any other Digimon than [EmperorGreymon].

Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.

Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.

Does this card's inherited effect activate when an opponent's Yes, it does.
effect returns one of my Digimon to its owner's hand?

BT7-088

BT7-089

BT7-091

BT7-098

Can I activate this card's [Main] effect to place 5 cards with
[Hybrid] in their traits under this Tamer from my hand, and
then choose not to digivolve into [MagnaGarurumon]?
If I only have 4 cards in my hand with [Hybrid] in their traits,
can I activate this card's [Main] effect to place 4 cards from
my hand under this Tamer without digivolving?
When I activate this Tamer's [Main] effect and do not
digivolve into [MagnaGarurumon], can I instead digivolve
into some other level 6 Digimon, like [AncientGarurumon]?
Zoe Orimoto
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

J.P. Shibayama
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

Koichi Kimura
How do I activate this card’s inherited effect?

Ultra Turbulence

Yes. The card text reads, “you may,” so you can choose to
only place 5 cards with [Hybrid] in their traits under this
Tamer without digivolving.
No, you can’t.

No. With this Tamer's [Main] effect, you cannot digivolve into
any other Digimon than [MagnaGarurumon].

Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.
Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.
Some Digimon cards can digivolve onto Tamers. Digivolve
such a Digimon onto this card, and it will become part of that
Digimon’s digivolution cards, allowing you to activate this
card’s inherited effect.

BT7-100

BT7-101

BT7-105

BT7-106

BT7-107

BT7-108

BT7-109

BT7-110

BT7-111

BT7-112

I use this card, then, during a security check, I flip one of my
opponent’s Security Digimon, whose DP is reduced to 0 by
this card’s [Main] effect. Is the opponent’s Security Digimon
deleted without a battle taking place?
Qualialise Blast
My security stack is empty. Can I use this card without
paying any memory?

No. Even if a Security Digimon’s DP is reduced to 0, they still
battle the Digimon performing the security check.

I use this card to have an opponent’s Digimon get -3000 DP,
then play a [Rasenmon]. Can I have that [Rasenmon] gain
<Security Attack +1>?
Thunder Laser
Can I use this card when I don’t have a Digimon with
[Hybrid] or [Ten Warriors] in play? If I can, what does the
effect do?
Pride Memory Boost!
I use this card’s effect, but there are either no black Digimon
cards with play costs of 4 or less among the revealed cards,
or there is one, but I choose not to play it. Do I discard this
card instead of placing it in my battle area?
Brave Metal
I don’t have a Digimon with 5 or more digivolution cards and
[X-Antibody] in its traits in play. Can I delete 1 of my
opponent's Digimon with a play cost of 6 or less and [XAntibody] in its traits with this card's effect?

No. You didn’t have a [Rasenmon] in play when you used
this card, so it's too late to give it <Security Attack +1>.

I have a Digimon with 5 or more digivolution cards and [XAntibody] in its traits in play. Can I delete 1 of my opponent's
Digimon with a play cost of 6 or less and [X-Antibody] in its
traits with this card's effect?
Calling From the Darkness
I use this card's effect to delete 1 of my purple Digimon. Can
I then return that Digimon card to my hand with this card's
effect?
I use this card’s effect to delete 1 of my purple Digimon with
an [On Deletion] effect and return it to my hand. What
happens to the [On Deletion] effect?
Schwarz Lehrsatz
Does “For each Digimon with [Hybrid] in its traits and each
Tamer you have in play, delete 1 of your opponent's level 5
or lower Digimon” mean that I can delete 1 of my opponent’s
Digimon for each pair of [Hybrid] Digimon and Tamer I have
in play?

Yes, you can.

Dead or Alive
I have 10 or more cards in my trash. Can I use this card’s
effect to play 1 purple level 5 Digimon card?
Evolution Ancient
“If you have a Digimon with [Hybrid] in its traits in play, you
may use this Option card without meeting its color
requirements.“ How does this effect work, exactly?
Lucemon Chaos Mode
This card has an effect that has both [On Play] and [When
Digivolving] timings. What does this mean, exactly?
Susanoomon
What color cards does this card’s digivolution requirement
icon refer to?

Yes. When your security stack is empty, this card’s memory
cost is 0.

You can use this card, but no effect will occur.
This will still trigger any effects that trigger when you use
Option cards, however.
No. Whether or not you play a Digimon with this card’s effect
is irrelevant. You still place it in your battle area.

Yes, you can.

Yes, you can.

The [On Deletion] effect is triggered, but it cannot activate
because the Digimon card leaves the trash before that.

No. The number of Digimon you can delete is equal to the
total number of Digimon with [Hybrid] in their traits and
Tamers you have in play.
For example, if you have 2 Digimon with [Hybrid] in their
traits and 1 Tamer in play, you can choose a total of 3 of
your opponent’s Digimon.
Yes, you can.

If you have a Digimon with [Hybrid] in its traits in your battle
area, you can use this Option card even if you don’t have a
white Digimon or Tamer in play.
It means the effect can be activated both [On Play] and
[When Digivolving].

This card’s digivolution requirement icon refers to all colors.
Currently, this Digimon can digivolve onto a level 6 Digimon
that’s red, blue, yellow, green, black, purple, or white.
This card’s effect reads, “10 Tamer cards and/or cards with
No, you can mix and match cards from your hand and trash.
[Hybrid] in their traits from your hand and/or trash,” but does As long as you return a total of 10 cards to the bottom of
this mean I can only activate the effect by returning 10 cards your deck, you can activate the effect.
in my hand or 10 cards in my trash?
When this card adds a Tamer card to its digivolution cards,
does the Tamer card’s [Security] effect become an inherited
effect?

No, it doesn’t.

Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve this card onto a level Yes, you can.
6 Digimon that meets the digivolution requirements?
After a Tamer card ends up in this Digimon's digivolution
cards, is that card affected by effects that trash digivolution
cards?

es, it is.
However, if the effect specifies that it trashes Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a Tamer
card, it can't affect Tamer cards.

If I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve onto a Tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.

Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a Tamer
card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as “playing” a card, so you
can attack that turn.

I play a Tamer card, then digivolve it into this Digimon. Can I No. Since it's the first turn the Tamer was played, the
then attack with this Digimon during that same turn?
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
If I've digivolved this card on top of a Tamer card and the
It’s trashed.
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the Tamer card?
Can I activate this card’s “placing 10 Tamer cards and/or
cards with [Hybrid] in their traits from your hand and/or trash
at the bottom of your deck” effect while this card is still in my
hand?

No, you must reveal this card from your hand in advance.
You must perform the “placing 10 Tamer cards and/or cards
with [Hybrid] in their traits from your hand and/or trash at the
bottom of your deck” part of the effect before the digivolution
takes place, so you must reveal the card from your hand
first.

Can I activate this card’s “placing 10 Tamer cards and/or
cards with [Hybrid] in their traits from your hand and/or trash
at the bottom of your deck” effect but choose not to digivolve
this card?

Yes. The effect reads, “You may digivolve,” so you can
choose not to.
If you choose not to digivolve, this card is trashed after you
reveal it.
Note that the game will not view this as you trashing a card
in your hand.

Can I activate this card’s “placing 10 Tamer cards and/or
cards with [Hybrid] in their traits from your hand and/or trash
at the bottom of your deck” effect when I have no Tamers in
play?

Yes, you can.
In this case, you can’t digivolve even after performing the
actions described by the effect. After revealing this card, it is
trashed.
Note that the game will not view this as you trashing a card
in your hand.

